Comparative transcriptomics reveals RhoE as a novel regulator of actin dynamics in bone-resorbing osteoclasts
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ABSTRACT The function of osteoclasts (OCs), multinucleated giant cells (MGCs) of the monocytic lineage, is bone resorption. To resorb bone, OCs form podosomes. These are actin-rich adhesive structures that pattern into rings that drive OC migration and into “sealing-zones” (SZs) that confine the resorption lacuna. Although changes in actin dynamics during podosome patterning have been documented, the mechanisms that regulate these changes are largely unknown. From human monocytic precursors, we differentiated MGCs that express OC degradation enzymes but are unable to resorb the mineral matrix. We demonstrated that, despite exhibiting bona fide podosomes, these cells presented dysfunctional SZs. We then performed two-step differential transcriptomic profiling of bone-resorbing OCs versus nonresorbing MGCs to generate a list of genes implicated in bone resorption. From this list of candidate genes, we investigated the role of Rho/Rnd3. Using primary RhoE-deficient OCs, we demonstrated that RhoE is indispensable for OC migration and bone resorption by maintaining fast actin turnover in podosomes. We further showed that RhoE activates podosome component cofilin by inhibiting its Rock-mediated phosphorylation. We conclude that the RhoE-Rock-cofilin pathway, by promoting podosome dynamics and patterning, is central for OC migration, SZ formation, and, ultimately, bone resorption.

INTRODUCTION Osteoclasts (OCs) are multinucleated giant cells (MGCs) of the monocytic lineage that are responsible for bone resorption. They differentiate and fuse from mononucleated precursors such as monocytes (Mos) or immature dendritic cells (DCs) in the presence of receptor activator of nuclear factor κB ligand (RANKL) and macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF; Rivollier et al., 2004; Speziani et al., 2007; Boyce, 2013). Once differentiated, mature OCs resorb the bone matrix by secreting protons and proteases, such as tartrate-resistant acidic phosphatase (TRAP), cathepsin-K, and matrix metalloprotease 9 (MMP9), onto the underlying bone matrix. A circular adhesive superstructure called the “sealing zone” (SZ) allows these molecules to be confined within the resorption pit (lacuna) for efficient bone degradation (Duong et al., 1998).
Besides OCs, other types of MGCs can also be generated from immature DCs under various conditions. DCs stimulated by interleukin-17 (IL-17) and potentiated by interferon-γ (IFN-γ) lead to DC-17γ-MGCs (Coury et al., 2008). In addition to resulting from cell-cell fusion of the same precursors (i.e., DCs), DC-17γ-MGCs have OC-like characteristics, namely the expression of bone-degrading proteases such as TRAP, MMP9, and cathepsin-K (Coury et al., 2008), as well as form adhesive structures called “podosomes” (Olsson Akefeldt et al., 2013).

Podosomes are integrin-based, actin-rich, dot-like structures present in OCs, DCs, and macrophages (Zambonin-Zallone et al., 1988; Linder and Kopp, 2005). They are the structural units of the OC SZ (Luxenburg et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2010). A widely accepted model of intrapodosomal architecture in monocytic cells depicts two distinct domains within podosomes: a peripheral domain made of a loose F-actin meshwork with adhesion and adaptor molecules such as αVβ3 integrin, paxillin, vinculin, and myosin II, and a central domain comprising a tightly connected F-actin network with adaptor molecules such as cortactin and Arp2/3 (Linder and Aeppelbacher, 2003; Chabadel et al., 2007). When formed in OCs, podosomes are first assembled in clusters that self-organize into “rings” and finally either into SZs on mineralized substrates or “SZ-like” structures (also known as “podosome belts”) on nonmineralized substrates. Besides driving the saltatory migration typical of OCs, podosome rings have been described as short-lived patterns, with lifespans of several minutes, mediating the transition from clusters to SZ-like patterns (Hu et al., 2011). The latter are more stable structures, with lifespans of several hours (Destain et al., 2003; Saltel et al., 2004; Bruzzaniti et al., 2005; Juricic et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2008). Of interest, the lifespan of individual podosomes decreases by at least twofold with the transition from clusters to rings/SZ-like structures, indicating differential regulation during podosome “remodeling” (Luxenburg et al., 2007). The regulation of podosome assembly and disassembly, as well as their inner architecture and stability, is of central importance to their patterning. Therefore fast and dynamic polymerization and depolymerization of actin, the scaffold of podosomes, has to be tightly regulated in OCs. For example, knockout of gelosin, a high-affinity actin-severing and capping protein, results in the inability of OCs to form podosomes (Chellaiah et al., 2000a). In the same context, slowing the rate of actin turnover in OCs with cytochalasin D, an actin-severing and capping protein, results in the inability of OCs to resorb the mineral matrix. DC-17γ-MGCs were detached on days 5 and 13 of culture, respectively, and seeded on apatite–collagen complex (ACC), a bone-mimicking substrate (Shibutani et al., 2000; Saltel et al., 2004). Cells were then stimulated with M-CSF and RANKL to promote resorption. Confocal microscopy of these cells fixed and stained for F-actin showed that DC-OCs, as expected, exhibited circular actin-rich SZs and were able to resorb the mineralized matrix. DC-17γ-MGCs, however, were unable to resorb the matrix and displayed circular actin structures that were significantly less frequent and smaller than with OC SZs (Figure 1, A and B). We therefore named the latter actin structures “dysfunctional SZs” because of their inability to ensure proper degradation of the mineral matrix.

To gain further insight into cytoskeletal organization in DC-17γ-MGCs, we compared their actin organization with that of human Mo-OCs and DC-OCs on glass. We labeled these cells for actin and cortactin—a component of the podosome core—as well as for paxillin and vinculin—components of the podosome cloud. We acquired images with a confocal microscope and visualized protein colocalization of one podosome marker at a time with actin by displaying channel merges and pixel-to-pixel multiplication of normalized and nonsaturated micrographs. We found that, in podosome cores, cortactin colocalized perfectly with actin of Mo-OCs and DC-OCs, as well as in DC-γ17-MGCs. Vinculin and paxillin precisely colocalized with actin in podosome clouds in all three cell types (Figure 2). These results showed that DC-17γMGCs, albeit displaying bona fide podosomes, are unable to efficiently organize SZs, which could explain their inability to resorb bone.
Comparative transcriptomics reveals osteoclast-specific genes

To identify new genes involved in OC-mediated bone resorption while excluding genes involved in myeloid cell-cell fusion, we performed transcriptomic profiling of human bone-resorbing Mo-OCs and DC-OCs, their respective precursor cells (i.e., Mos and DCs), and nonresorbing DC-derived MGCs. DC-derived MGCs included MGCs derived from DCs by stimulation with IL-17 and DC-17γ-MGCs (Figure 3A). Blood monocytes from healthy human donors were differentiated into either DCs with M-CSF and IL-4 or OCs with M-CSF and RANKL. DCs were then further differentiated in OCs (DC-OCs) with M-CSF and RANKL or DC-17γ-MGCs with IL-17 and INF-γ. Total RNAs were extracted from these six culture conditions from two to four independent healthy donors and separately analyzed by GeneChip Microarray technology using 54,675 distinct probes. Given the high number of probe sets used, a gene was considered as expressed in a cell type if its mean expression was superior to the overall gene expression in the same cell type (see Materials and Methods). This allowed us to establish a differential list of 115 genes that were expressed only in OCs (Figure 3 and Supplemental Figures S1 and S2). Among these 115 genes, we found several that were known regulators of OC functions: NFACT1, the OC-specific transcription factor (Takayanagi, 2007; reviewed in Takayanagi et al., 2002); the creatine kinase CKB and the proton pump ATP6v1c1, both important for OC podosome ring formation (Chang et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2009); and CXCL5, a secreted protein that is part of the OC chemokine signature (Moreaux et al., 2011). We considered these findings as a validation of our approach. Resorbing and nonresorbing cultured cell types were all maintained in cell fusion–inducing culture conditions. Consequently, any genes known for their induction of cell–cell fusion (such as DC-STAMP, ATP6v0d2, or OSCAR) were eliminated from this differential analysis. We therefore considered these 115 genes as new potential candidates for the investigation of OC functions. The “molecular functions” annotation of this list compared with the human genome, as determined by Gene Ontology vocabulary, underlined enrichment in “Cytoskeletal protein binding” and its subcategory “Actin binding” (Figure 3B).
FIGURE 3: Workflow and results of the comparative transcriptomic study used to probe for OC-specific genes. (A) In vitro treatments used for differentiation and fusion of human Mos into resorbing OCs, of immature DCs into resorbing OCs, and of DCs into nonresorbing MGCs by addition of IL-17 and/or IFN-γ. GeneChip Microarray technique was applied to total RNAs obtained from each of cell type, followed by mathematical comparison to sort out 115 mRNAs highly and exclusively expressed in Mo-OCs and DC-OCs. Validation of the up-regulation of the 115 genes in OCs by Taqman low-density array performed on cDNAs from Mos, DCs, Mo-OCs, DC-OCs, and DC-17γ-MGCs. Due to the high cutoff value for detection, only 56 of 115 genes were found to be expressed in OCs. Among these, six genes (gray columns, names in red) were undetected in Mos, DCs, or in MGCs. (B) Enriched Gene Ontology molecular functions in the 115 OC-specific genes compared with the human genome identified by the online tool FatIGO. NT, neurotransmitter; second, secondary; TA, transporter activity; TTA, transmembrane transporter activity.
We aimed at further validating candidates that would be preferentially involved in cytoskeletal regulation of bone resorption as opposed to genes instead implicated in other OC functions. Owing to their cytoskeletal properties, DC-17γ-MGCs were retained as the DC-derived MGC reference model to be compared with OCs. We determined RNA expression values of the previously identified 115 genes in Mo-OCs, DC-OCs, DC-17γ-MGCs, and their precursors (i.e., Mos and DC) by Taqman low-density array (TLDA), a high-throughput quantitative real-time PCR. We then averaged the mean expression of a gene (X_c) from several human blood donors and used the limma test to determine whether X_c was significantly higher in Mo- and DC-OCs jointly than in nonresorbing Mos, DCs, and DC-17γ-MGCs. This method allowed us to spot six genes that were highly expressed in OCs (gene names in red in Figure 3A) but not even detected in the other cell types. These six genes are TM4SF1, PL3S (also known as T-timpanin), ARHE (also known as RHOE or RND3), LN1X, AK5, and MYO1B. Three of these six genes (PL3S, MYO1B, and RHOE) were already described as regulators of actin structures in several cell types, whereas PL3S protein is a component of podosomes in Mo-OCs (Babb et al., 1997). Given the importance of Rho-GTPases in the regulation of podosomes in OCs, we focused on further investigating RhoE role in OCs.

RhoE is essential for bone resorption but not osteoclast differentiation

RhoE was shown to be a regulator of focal adhesions and stress fibers in different cell types (Guasch et al., 1998; Klein and Aplin, 2009). Before investigating its role in OC functions, we first assayed the implication of RhoE in ex vivo osteoclastogenesis using primary murine precursors isolated from a RhoE gene trap (gt) mouse model (Mocholi et al., 2011). Because these animals rarely survive until day 15 after birth, we used either fetal liver (FL) or P14 bone marrow as a source of OC precursors. We differentiated primary OCs from FL precursors from RhoE<sup>+/+</sup>, RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup>, and RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> embryonic day–15.5 (E15.5) littermates in the presence of M-CSF and RANKL on culture-treated dishes and cortical bone slices. Differentiation of FL-derived OCs (FL-OCs) on days 5, 6, and 8 postseeding was assayed by TRAP staining. On both substrates, no differences in the number of TRAP-positive cells with three or more nuclei were observed between the different genotypes (Figure 4A). In the same assay, we also counted the number of nuclei per OC on days 5 and 8 of culture on plastic wells as a measure of OC precursor fusion (Figure 4B). Again, we observed no difference in the absence of RhoE expression. We therefore concluded that RhoE does not play a role in osteoclastogenesis.

To evaluate the role of RhoE in OC-mediated bone resorption, we performed resorption assays in two different conditions. First, precursors from RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> and RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> littermates were differentiated directly on cortical bone slices. On day 8 of differentiation, the cultures were stopped, and the resorption index was determined from surface area measurement of toluidine blue-positive resorption pits and TRAP staining of OCs on the same slices. RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> OCs resorbed bone ~25 times less than wild-type OCs (Figure 4C, top). In the second condition, we detached day-4 RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> and RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> FL-derived OCs (FL-OCs) that were initially differentiated on culture-treated plates and seeded them for 48 h on an Osteo Assay substrate (OAS) plate, a bone-mimicking substrate. We counted the number of TRAP-positive OCs per well and, in replicate wells, quantified the total resorbed area per well with silver nitrate staining. Hence we calculated the mean resorption index per OC. Again, RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> OCs resorbed the OAS matrix ~12 times less than RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> OCs (Figure 4C, bottom). These results accounted for an essential role of RhoE in bone resorption in vitro.

Small sealing zones and defective podosome organization in RhoE-deficient osteoclasts

RhoE is involved in the control of actin cytoskeleton in other cell types (Guasch et al., 1998; Klein and Aplin, 2009). We therefore investigated its role in SZ formation, given the critical importance of this actin structure in the bone resorption process. Day-4 RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> and RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> FL-OCs were lifted from culture-treated plates and seeded for 24 h on bone slices. These OCs were then fixed, stained for actin, and imaged using confocal microscopy. Then, using the software ImageJ, we manually determined peripheral outlines of Szs from acquired micrographs, allowing the quantification of SZ surface areas. There was a slight yet significant 15% decrease in mean SZ size in RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> OCs compared with RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> OCs (Figure 5). This result indicates that RhoE expression is dispensable for SZ formation but is needed to maintain normal SZ size.

Because of the observed effect of RhoE knockdown on SZ size, we investigated its importance for podosome formation. Bone marrow (BM)-derived OCs (BM-OCs) were fixed on day 4, fluorescently stained for F-actin, and imaged with confocal microscopy. Based on observed local fluorescence intensity, F-actin staining of OCs allowed not only identification of individual podosomes within a cluster, but also discrimination between the two subdomains of podosomes: the core, with high fluorescence intensity, and the cloud with low intensity, according to Chabadel et al. (2007) and van den Dries et al. (2013b; Figure 6A). We therefore applied a method of fast and curated fluorescence intensity–based quantification of podosome core surface area. Briefly, once OC cell periphery was manually determined, we applied the “Find Peaks” plug-in in ImageJ with a set of fixed parameters (see Materials and Methods) to count podosome numbers per cluster-presenting OC and the size of individual podosome cores. We found that the mean number of podosomes per OC was decreased in RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> OCs (645 podosomes/cell) compared with RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> OCs (1018 podosomes/cell). Podosome core size was increased, however, in the absence of RhoE expression, as shown by mean values and frequency distribution of size (Figure 6B). The effect of RhoE depletion on podosome size and number was not accompanied by a change in cell spreading as determined by quantification of RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> and RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> OC surface (Supplemental Figure S3A). These data suggest that RhoE regulates podosome formation and size.

The regulation of podosomes at the unit level by RhoE prompted us to investigate its possible role in collective podosome patterning. To do so, we quantified the number of OCs with clusters, rings, and SZ-like structures per well. According to previous studies, we applied the terms “rings” and “SZ-like” patterns to circular podosome superstructures present in OCs seeded on nonmineralized substrates (Saltel et al., 2004; Destaing et al., 2005; Jurdic et al., 2006; Luxenburg et al., 2007; Biosse Duplan et al., 2013). However, the distinction between these two superstructures lies in the fact that rings are small patterns (several tens of micrometers in diameter, as indicated in Figure 7A, discussed later), and they are formed in a part of the cell. “Sealing zone–like” patterns (also known as “belts”) are giant circular patterns (up to several hundreds of micrometers in diameter, as indicated in Figure 6C), closely aligned with the entire cell periphery and present in much bigger OCs. We would also specify that, whereas podosome clusters and rings are common to OCs seeded on bone and nonmineralized substrates (e.g., culture-treated glass or plastic), Szs are specific to bone-adherent OCs, and, finally, SZ-like patterns are formed by OCs on nonmineralized
and SZ-like structures from 47/well to 21/well, in the same order. The number of OC with rings increased, however, to 14/well in RhoE\(^{gt/gt}\) OCs compared with six/well for wild-type OCs (Figure 6C).

In summary, RhoE depletion led to a decrease in clusters and SZ-like patterns, both known as stable superstructures with lifespan of several hours, but favored the increase of transient, short-lived rings. The total number per well of OCs exhibiting any of these podosomal structures significantly decreased in RhoE\(^{gt/gt}\) OCs (45/well) compared with RhoE\(^{+/+}\) OCs (75/well), whereas the total number of OCs per well was not altered, as previously shown by the TRAP assay. In more detail, the mean number of OCs with clusters decreased from 20/well in wild-type cultures to 10/well in RhoE\(^{gt/gt}\), and SZ-like structures from 47/well to 21/well, in the same order. The number of OC with rings increased, however, to 14/well in RhoE\(^{gt/gt}\) OCs compared with six/well for wild-type OCs (Figure 6C). In summary, RhoE depletion led to a decrease in clusters and SZ-like patterns, both known as stable superstructures with lifespan of several hours, but favored the increase of transient, short-lived rings.
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RhoE controls actin turnover in podosome clusters and rings

The aberrant podosome sizes and number in RhoE$^{gt/gt}$ OCs could account for the defects observed in cluster formation and subsequent transition of clusters into rings and then SZ-like superstructures. Indeed, it was suggested that collective podosome patterning depends on intrinsic podosome organization (Destaing et al., 2008).

RhoE$^{gt/gt}$ OCs exhibit smaller SZs. Micrographs of F-actin–stained FL-OCs seeded on cortical bone slices showing smaller SZs sizes. Yellow lines show cell periphery inferred from overcontrasted images. SZs were determined by their circular shape and strong fluorescence. SZ outlines were manually drawn, and inner surface areas were quantified. Calculated mean ± SEM is plotted. Scale bar, 50 μm.

FIGURE 5: RhoE$^{gt/gt}$ OCs exhibit smaller SZs. Micrographs of F-actin–stained FL-OCs seeded on cortical bone slices showing smaller SZs sizes. Yellow lines show cell periphery inferred from overcontrasted images. SZ outlines were manually drawn, and inner surface areas were quantified. Calculated mean ± SEM is plotted. Scale bar, 50 μm.

Depletion of RhoE results in impaired

OC migration

Having demonstrated a role of RhoE in podosome actin dynamics and podosome stability and patterning, we hypothesized that RhoE would be implicated in OC migration. To test this hypothesis, we assayed OC random migration. Differentiating Sp-OCs expressing or not RhoE were detached on day 4 of culture and replated on culture-treated dishes at identical low confluence (5 × 10⁴ cells/well) to minimize OC fusion events. Time-lapse movies were then acquired with phase-contrast microscopy, and randomly migrating OCs were manually tracked. As visualized in single-OC migration tracks (Figure 8A), wild-type OCs displayed typical saltatory migration. This mode of migration is consistent with displacement in a straightforward direction followed by a recognizable angular turn, as we reported in a previous study (Hu et al., 2011). Saltatory migration allowed OCs to randomly cover a large surface area. RhoE$^{gt/gt}$ OCs displayed aberrant migration tracks: they turned in circles because of frequent consecutive angular turns to one side (Figure 8A). The frequency distribution of the instantaneous angle change (Δα) of several wild-type OC migration tracks nicely fitted a Gaussian distribution ($R^2 = 0.91$) in which the amplitude, indicating the frequency of straightforward movement (i.e., when Δα is close to 0°), was $2.85 ± 0.07\%$ and the absolute SD (i.e., the interval containing the most frequent 34% single-sided angle changes close to the mean) was $68.4 ± 2.01°$. Of interest, values from RhoE$^{gt/gt}$ OCs deviated from the Gaussian distribution ($R^2 = 0.58$), with an amplitude of $1.97 ± 0.08\%$ and an absolute SD of $115 ± 6.51°$. The mean of Δα, Gaussian distributions did not vary between the two genotypes ($−2.35 ± 1.99°$ for RhoE$^{+/+}$ OCs and $−8.76 ± 5.31°$ for RhoE$^{gt/gt}$ OCs) because, in our quantification, we pooled several individual tracks with negative or positive Δα values. However, amplitudes and SDs were significantly different, denoting decrease of the frequency of straightforward displacements and increase of the frequency of angular turns during OC migration in the absence of RhoE expression. This aberrant distribution of angle changes therefore resulted in a significantly lower instantaneous persistence of RhoE$^{gt/gt}$ OCs ($P = 0.335$) compared with that of RhoE$^{+/+}$ OCs ($P = 0.419$; Figure 8B). In addition, quantification of the instantaneous velocity of displacement ($V$) showed a significant decrease from $0.86 μm/s ± 0.01$ in RhoE$^{+/+}$ OCs to $0.57 μm/s ± 0.38$ in RhoE$^{gt/gt}$ OCs (Figure 8B). These data demonstrate that RhoE is a key regulator of OC migration directionality and velocity.

RhoE inhibits Rock-mediated cofilin phosphorylation

Having shown a role of RhoE in podosome dynamics and organization, we sought to find its subcellular localization and the molecular mechanism through which it signals to podosomes. Day-5 BM-OCs overexpressing RhoE–enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP)
FIGURE 6: Podosome size, number, and collective patterning are regulated by RhoE in OCs. (A) Top, micrographs of BM-OC podosomes stained for F-actin, showing reduced number of podosomes in RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> OCs. The yellow line in the zoomed images (bottom) shows cell periphery (top). Bottom, zoom of white insets in top lane using ratio lookup table colors. White circles depict peripheries of podosome cores as identified by local intensity thresholds using ImageJ (see Materials and Methods) followed by manual curating. The calibration bar indicates the correspondence of false color to 16-bit pixel fluorescence intensities. (B) Left, whisker-box plot depicts minimum and maximum number of podosomes per cell (whiskers), 25 and 75% quartiles (lower and upper limits of boxes), and median (midline of boxes). Middle, histogram showing mean podosome core size with SEM bars. Left, frequency distribution histogram of podosome core sizes, showing a shift toward bigger sizes in RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> OCs. Horizontal axis shows the centers of intervals. (C) Micrographs of F-actin-stained FL-OC cultures. OCs with SZ-like patterns. SZ-like patterns are several hundred micrometers in diameter and delineate the cell periphery. The yellow lines outline OCs that have podosome rings. Rings, similar to SZ-like patterns, are also circular superstructures but are only tens of micrometers in diameter. Histogram shows counts of clusters, rings, and SZ-like patterns per well. Note the decrease in RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> OCs in stable and metastable podosome superstructures, that is, clusters and SZ-like patterns, respectively, as well as the increase of transient superstructures, that is, rings. Scale bar, 100 μm.
In day-5 BM-OCs, we blocked the kinase activity of Rock in mature OCs.

We then investigated whether cofilin phosphorylation was altered in a Rock-dependent manner in RhoE-depleted OCs. We probed for p(Ser3)-cofilin levels in RhoE\textsuperscript{+/+} and RhoE\textsuperscript{gt/gt} BM-OCs. RhoE did not colocalize with podosomes per se but was instead ubiquitous in the cytoplasm, with certain enrichments at membrane borders. RhoE probably acts indirectly on actin in podosomes.

It has been shown that RhoE acts on focal adhesions and stress fibers via its inhibition of Rock-I kinase activity. Hence we looked, in mature OCs, for Rock-I phosphorylation targets that could mediate the effects of RhoE on podosome size and actin dynamics, such as the myosin-II regulator Mypt1 and cofilin. To validate these proteins as Rock targets in OCs, we blocked the kinase activity of Rock in day-5 BM-OCs for 2 h using an inhibitor, Y-27632, and probed by immunoblotting of total lysates for their canonical phosphorylation sites: cofilin phosphorylation on Ser-3 and Mypt1 phosphorylation on Thr-696. We observed a decrease in p(Ser3)-cofilin but not p(Th696)-Mypt1 ratio normalized to their respective total protein controls. We thus validated cofilin as a downstream target of Rock in mature OCs.

We then investigated whether cofilin phosphorylation was altered in a Rock-dependent manner in RhoE-depleted OCs. We probed for p(Ser3)-cofilin levels in RhoE\textsuperscript{+/+} and RhoE\textsuperscript{gt/gt} BM-OCs.
expressed in OCs, RhoE partially blocks ROCK-mediated cofilin phosphorylation, which consequently leads to maintenance of cofilin in its nonphosphorylated, active form.

Inhibition of cofilin phosphorylation at Ser-3 rescues RhoE<sup>gt/gt</sup> bone-resorption defect

By promoting actin dynamics, cofilin is a regulator of cell migration in cell types other than OCs (Bravo-Cordero et al., 2013). Because...
cofilin was excessively phosphorylated in RhoE-deficient OCs, we sought to first evaluate the importance of its phosphorylation status to OC function and then explore whether the increased p(Ser3)-cofilin levels observed in RhoE<sup>−/−</sup> OCs could account for their resorption defect. To this end, we assayed the effect of cucurbitacin E, a potent inhibitor of cofilin phosphorylation at Ser-3 (Nakashima et al., 2010), on bone-resorption capacity of RhoE<sup>−/−</sup> and RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> OCs. BM precursors from RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> and RhoE<sup>−/−</sup> littermates were differentiated directly on bone-mimicking OAS. On day 5 of differentiation, the cultures were treated with 50 and 100 nM cucurbitacin E for 48 h, and the resorption index was determined at day 7. Cucurbitacin E was very efficient in inhibiting cofilin phosphorylation at Ser-3, as no p(Ser3)-Cofilin was detected by immunoblotting starting from a 50 nM concentration of the inhibitor (Figure 10A). In RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> and RhoE<sup>−/−</sup> OCs, the inhibition of cofilin phosphorylation by cucurbitacin E led to a dose-dependent increase in the bone-resorption index (Figure 10B). Of importance, although the resorption index of nontreated RhoE<sup>−/−</sup> OCs was significantly lower than that of RhoE<sup>+/+</sup> OCs (3.2-fold difference), treatment with 50 nM cucurbitacin E was sufficient for full rescue of the resorption defect resulting from RhoE deficiency (Figure 10B). This result clearly demonstrates a key role of cofilin phosphorylation status in OC-mediated bone resorption. Furthermore, the increased Rock-dependent cofilin phosphorylation resulting from RhoE deficiency is sufficient to account for the resorption defect of RhoE<sup>−/−</sup> OCs.

**DISCUSSION**

Actin organization during podosome patterning is central for OC migration and bone resorption. To further decipher the mechanisms involved in actin remodeling in bone-resorbing OC, we took...
are yet-unknown SZ-specific molecular regulations that are absent in nonpatterned individual podosomes.

A transcriptomic comparison between bone-resorbing OCs and nonresorbing MGCs allowed us to provide a list of 115 genes that were highly expressed in OCs. Among these, we validated six genes that were highly and exclusively expressed in OCs, namely TM4SF1, AK5, LNX1, MYO1B, RHOE/ARHE/RND3, and PLS3/T-PLASTIN/T-FIMBRIN. Previous studies provided data linking these genes with OCs and/or with actin cytoskeleton. PLS3, a member of the fimbrin family, colocalizes with OC podosomes (Babb et al., 1997). AK5 expression is stimulated by RANKL in osteosarcoma cells (Mori et al., 2007). TM4SF1, a member of the tetraspanin family described for their interaction with integrins at the cell surface, is involved in nano podia formation and cell migration (Zukauskas et al., 2011). LNX1 is responsible for the ubiquitinylation of Src, a known OC regulator (Weiss et al., 2007). Myo1B, a member of the myosin superfamily, is localized in filopodia in HeLa and Cos-7 cells (Almeida et al., 2011) and regulates Arp2/3 in Golgi-related actin foci. Finally, RhoE, a constitutively active, GTP-bound protein, destabilizes stress fibers and focal adhesions by inhibiting the Rho-Rock pathway. Considering the importance of Rho signaling pathways in OCs (Zou and Teitelbaum, 2010), we focused our attention on RhoE.

RhoE depletion did not affect primary OC differentiation or fusion but greatly decreased bone resorption. RhoEgt/gt OCs formed fewer podosomes but with larger cores compared with RhoE+/+ OCs. FRAP experiments targeting actin in podosomes revealed a significantly slower actin turnover in clusters and rings of RhoE-deficient OCs. Furthermore, deletion of RhoE resulted in smaller SZs in OCs seeded on bone. Besides RhoE, RhoA is another member of the GTPase superfamily that is also required for podosome patterning and SZ spreading (Chellaiah et al., 2003; Destaing et al., 2005). However, in contrast to the results of RhoE knockdown, the chemical inhibition of Rho resulted in the spreading of SZ to a belt at the cell periphery of OCs seeded on ACC (Saltel et al., 2004). The reversed consequences of RhoA and RhoE inhibitions suggest antagonistic functions of these proteins in OCs. In addition to RhoE and RhoA, other members of the GTPase superfamily, such as Rac1/2, Cdc42, ARF6, RhoU, and Rab, are involved in different OC functions (reviewed in Itzstein et al., 2011; Ory et al., 2008). How the role of these GTPases are coordinated within the OC is an open question.

The increase in the number of OCs with rings in the RhoE-depleted OCs led us to investigate ring-driven saltatory migration, which characterizes OC motility. We previously described OC migration as consistent with a long phase of movement in the same
direction followed by a short phase consisting of a 90° switch in direction (Hu et al., 2011). In the present study, we provide new quantifiable parameters of this mode of migration, demonstrating that it is considerably altered in RhoE+/− OCs, namely by decrease in the velocity of displacement and increase in the frequency of 90° angle turns. Altered RhoE+/− OC migration was also characterized by global loss of persistence. These observations make it tempting to speculate that the slow actin turnover rate in RhoE+/− OC rings causes their impaired migration and SZ organization.

To find the molecular pathway through which RhoE modulates actin kinetics in OCs, we investigated downstream phosphorylation targets of a well-described RhoE partner, Rock-I (Riento et al., 2003). In contrast to its upstream activator Rho (Chellaiah et al., 2000b; Ory et al., 2008), Rock-I downstream signaling toward podosomes has been poorly studied. However, in nonmyeloid cells, the direct binding of RhoE to Rock-I, but not to Rock-II, in 1:1 complex dimers inhibits the kinase activity of Rock-I (Komander et al., 2008). This Rock-I–RhoE interaction destabilizes actin-based focal adhesions and stress fibers when RhoE is overexpressed (Klein and Aplin, 2009). Here we investigated Rock-I phosphorylation of two targets, Mypt1 and coflin, in OCs. Mypt1 is the main subunit of the myosin light-chain phosphatase, which activates actomyosin-II contractility (Ito et al., 1999). ROCK-I activity revealed that Mypt1 was a Rock-I target in OCs and could explain myosin-II–dependent regulation of podosome size and patterning as suggested in previous studies (Linder and Kopp, 2005; Luxenburg et al., 2012; van den Dries et al., 2013a). The chemical inhibition of Rock activity revealed that Mypt1 phosphorylation status at its primary phosphorylation site, Thr-696, is not Rock dependent in OCs. On the other hand, coflin is an actin-severing protein that regulates F-actin assembly and disassembly, thus promoting fast actin turnover (Lappalainen and Drubin, 1997; Maekawa et al., 1999). Nonphosphorylated coflin is the active form, and its phosphorylation on Ser-3 blocks its activity (Abe et al., 2004). Furthermore, both total and phosphorylated coflin were shown to localize at podosome clusters and SZ-like structures, but how they regulate these structures was unknown (Blangy et al., 2007; Touaitahuata et al., 2013). We first confirmed that, in OCs, Rock-I phosphorylation of coflin at Ser-3 is partially inhibited by RhoE. Indeed, when RhoE was not expressed, Rock-I activity could not be blocked, and p(Ser3)-cofilin levels markedly increased. Conversely, in RhoE+/− OCs, the chemical inhibition of Rock-I kinase activity mimicked RhoE expression by reducing the increased level of p(Ser3)-cofilin.

Next we validated that nonphosphorylated, active coflin is needed for bone resorption and that its phosphorylation, that is, inactivation, justifies why RhoE+/− OC cannot resorb bone. Indeed, the use of cucurbitacin E, which inhibits coflin phosphorylation, strongly and dose dependently promotes bone resorption in both RhoE+/− and RhoE+/− OCs. Strikingly, chemical rescue of coflin activity was sufficient to fully restore resorption activity in the absence of RhoE.

Our findings reveal the RhoE-Rock-cofilin pathway as a new essential mechanism for OC-mediated bone resorption. This pathway ensures the fast actin dynamics needed for podosome organization, collective patterning, ring-driven migration, and sealing zone formation. It also consolidates the emerging model that dissociates podosome dynamics from OC adhesion (Hu et al., 2011) and differentiation (Touaitahuata et al., 2013).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Ethics statements**

All animal procedures were approved by the local ethics committee for animal welfare of the Universidade CEU Cardenal Herrera, ID# CEBAO3/2007, and met local guidelines, European regulations (EU Directive 86/609), and Standards for Use of Laboratory Animals (5388-01; National Institutes of Health).

**Primary human cell cultures**

All of the human cell types used in this study were differentiated directly or indirectly from peripheral monocytes from healthy donor blood (Etablissement Français du Sang, Lyon Gerland, France). All of the human recombinant cytokines used for human cultures were obtained from PeproTech (Rocky Hill, NJ). Briefly, CD14+ Mos were isolated from blood after two successive gradient centrifugations in Leukocyte Separation Medium (CXSMSL01-01; Eurobio, Courtaboeuf, France) and 50% Percoll (Gallois et al., 2010), respectively, followed by negative antibody selection. CD14+ CD16+ Mo were then differentiated into OCs in α-MEM (22561; Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) with 10% fetal bovine serum (BioWest, Nuaille, France), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin (15070-063; Life Technologies), 2 mM l-glutamine (25030081; Life Technologies). 50 ng/ml human recombinant M-CSF, and 30 ng/ml human recombinant RANKL. After the first 3 d of culture, medium was changed every 48 h with 25 ng/ml M-CSF and 100 ng/ml RANKL until the end of the culture (5–6 d). Mos were also differentiated in suspension into immature (i.e., CD14+, CD14−, CD16−) DCs in RPMI with 10% fetal bovine serum, 10 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid, 2 mM l-glutamine, 100 ng/ml GM-CSF, and 10 ng/ml IL-4 for 6 d. Experimental details of Mo isolation and differentiation and DC differentiation can be found in Gallois et al. (2010). DCs were then differentiated into either OCs using the same conditions as for Mo-OCs (Rivollier et al., 2004) or into different MGCs such as DC-γ17-MGC (Coury et al., 2008) with or without IFN-γ.

**Affymetrix GeneChip assays and comparative analysis**

Primary human cultures of the following cell types were performed from several donors: Mos (two), DCs (four), Mo-OCs (two), DC-OCs (two), and DC-derived MGCs with IL-17 (two) or with IL-17 and IFN-γ (three). RNA extraction, antisense cRNA target labeling, array hybridization, and scanning were performed as shown previously (Gallois et al., 2010). Intra-assay and interassay normalizations were performed according to manufacturer's instructions, and gene expression values were averaged per cell type over all donors. When the mean expression value of a gene in a given cell type was superior to the average of all gene means in the same cell type, the gene was considered as expressed. As such, genes commonly expressed in both Mo-OCs and DC-OCs but not expressed in any other cell type used in this study were considered for further investigation.

For the mathematical analysis, after intrachip and interchip normalization, we calculated the mean expression level of a specific RNA in a given cell type (X) as follows:

\[ X = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} X_{(i)} \]

where \( X_{(i)} \) is the mean expression of an mRNA in cell type c and i is the number of donors for this cell type.

Then we calculated the overall RNA expression per cell type (\( R_c \)) as follows:

\[ R_c = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} X_{(c,i)} \]

where \( X_{(c,i)} \) is the average expression of all probed genes in cell type c and i is the probe number (i = 54,675 for all cell types).
Gene Ontology molecular function enrichment
Molecular functions of 115 genes resulting from the transcriptomic assay were annotated according to Gene Ontology, and their percentages were compared against the human genome using the online software FatiGO (Al-Shahrour et al., 2006). Only statistically overexpressed functions in our specific gene set were represented. Statistical relevance was determined using the Fischer test.

Taqman low-density array
Mos, DCs, Mo-OCs, DC-OCs, and DC-17γ-MGCs triplicate cultures were obtained from three different human blood donors. RNA was extracted as described earlier, quantified with a NanoDrop (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), quality checked with an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), and finally reverse transcribed using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (170-8891; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) following kit protocol. Amplification was performed using a made-to-order Taqman Gene Expression Assay (Agilent Technologies) according to manufacturer's instructions. After verification with 18S (Hs99999901_s1) amplification (standard microfluidics technical control for amplification runs), relative cDNA quantities (RQs) calculated based on cycle thresholds (Ct) were normalized with SECEL1B (Hs00606455_m1) and TBP (Hs00920494_m1) housekeeping genes. Then the differential expression for each gene in resorbing cells (i.e., Mo-OCs and DC-OCs) was compared with that of nonresorbing cells (i.e., Mos, DCs, and DC-17γ-MGCs) by using the latter as the background in the limma parametric test (Limma package; Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) combined with the Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate p-value adjustment. Adjusted \( p < 0.05 \) was considered significant.

Primary murine osteoclast cultures and transfection
OCs were differentiated from myeloid precursors extracted from RhoE\(^{−/−}\), RhoE\(^{+/−}\), and RhoE\(^{+/+}\) mice (Mocholi et al., 2011). E15–E18 FL or neonatal BM or spleen (Sp) precursors were isolated and differentiated into OCs following the protocol previously described (Destaing et al., 2003; Chabadel et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2011). For each experiment, all cultures were started from the same source tissue (i.e., FL, BM, or Sp) from littersmates killed at the same time. Once extracted from their respective tissues by flushing (in the case of BM) or grinding against a 100-μm-pore nylon cell strainer (in the case of FL and Sp), these precursor cells were purified from the gradient interface after centrifugation on a Ficoll-Hypaque cushion. The source of precursors for each experiment is mentioned (Destain et al., 2003; Nakashima et al., 2004), day-4 DC-OCs and day-14 DC-17 γ-MGCs (i.e., stages of differentiation in which both cell types are terminally differentiated; Rivoli et al., 2004; Coury et al., 2008) were detached using 1× Accutase (Sigma-Aldrich) and replated on ACC coverslips with RANKL and M-CSF stimulation to promote resorption. The resorbed area per cell was determined by the absence of matrix crystal complexes subjacent to the cell.

Images of all substrates were captured with an AxioImager microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) topped with a charge-coupled device CoolSnap color camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) and manually quantified with ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).

Random migration assay
Day-4 Sp-OCs were detached and replated at low confluence (5 × 10⁴ cells/well in a 24-well plate) to solicit random (nondirected) OC migration. Cells were given 2 h to adhere and then imaged in phase contrast on an inverted Axiovert 100M microscope (Carl Zeiss) for 14 h at 37°C with saturated humidity. Images were acquired every 5 min. Consecutive cell positions were determined manually using the MTrackJ plug-in in ImageJ at 20-min intervals, so that displacements were significantly greater than imprecisions due to manual tracking. Small front-to-back polarized OCs that were not in contact with other cells were tracked. In other words, OCs that were fusing or without visible leading and trailing edges were not considered for this assay. Instantaneous velocity (\( V \)) was defined as the distance traveled between
two consecutive points divided by the corresponding time interval (20 min). Instantaneous angular change ($\Delta \alpha$) was defined as the result of the subtraction between the angles of velocity vectors of two consecutive displacements. Persistence of movement ($P$) was defined as the ratio $d/D$, with $d$ defined as the direct distance between the position $i$ and the position at the start of the track and $D$ defined as the length of the track at a given position $i$.

Fluorescence labeling and confocal microscopy of fixed cells

OCs in culture on coverslips or glass-bottom plates (MatTek Corporation, Ashland, MA) were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min at 37°C and permeabilized using PBS plus 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS. All antibody dilutions and washes were performed after washing with PBS plus 0.1% Triton X-100. Used primary antibodies were anti-vinculin (5 μg/ml final, clone hVIN-1, V9264; Sigma-Aldrich), anti-cortactin (10 μg/ml final, 05-180, clone 4F11; Millipore, Billerica, MA), and anti-paxillin (10 μg/ml final, 610051; BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor 488 anti-mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG; A11029; Life Technologies) and Alexa Fluor 488 anti-rabbit IgG (A-21245; Life Technologies) were used at 2 μg/ml. Then Alexa Fluor 647–phallolidin (A22287; Life Technologies) was diluted 1:100. Image acquisition was performed with either a DMI4000 microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with a spinning disk unit CUS22 (Yokogawa, Tokyo, Japan) or an SP7 spectral confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems). For podosome colocalization studies, all images were acquired with the same excitation and detection parameters without reaching signal saturation. To perform pixel-to-pixel multiplication of 16-bit images using ImageJ, non-specific signal obtained from negative control micrographs (cells with only secondary antibodies) was subtracted from the “green micrographs” on coverslips treated with primary and secondary antibodies. Background noise in “red micrographs” (where Alexa Fluor 647–phallolidin was used) was measured outside the cells and subtracted from each image. For each cell, the green channel image was multiplied with the red channel using the multiplication option of the Image Calculator plug-in in ImageJ, and the result was represented as a 32-bit float image with a ratio lookup table. In the resulting image, the intensity value of a given pixel is therefore the result of the multiplication of the intensity values of the pixels with the same coordinates from the red and green channels. For measurement of SZ sizes on bone slices, contrast minima per pixel were raised so that bone autofluorescence was no longer observed. For podosome core size measurement, background noise was measured outside of the cells and subtracted from all images. The podosome core was delimited based on local intensity thresholds using the Find Peaks plug-in in ImageJ with the following parameters: Gaussian blur, 0.72; background method, SD above mean; background parameter, 0; statistics mode, both; background level, 24; search method, half peak value; remove edge maxima, On.

FRAP acquisition and analysis

Day-4 FL-OCs were infected with second-generation packaging viral particles (provided by the Anira-Vectorologie platform, UMS3444, Lyon-Gerland, France) containing a pLVX-LifeAct-mCherry lentiviral construct (obtained by inserting LifeAct coding sequence between EcoR1 and BamH1 sites in pLVX-mCherry-N1 vector [632562, Clontech, Mountain View, CA]) at a multiplicity of infection of 10:1 in 1 ml/well of a six-well plate. OCs were incubated overnight, and medium was changed in the morning. OCs with clusters and rings were fluorescent on day 6 (48 h postinfection) and imaged using a DMI4000 microscope (Leica Microsystems) equipped with a spinning disk unit and a FRAP module piloted by iLas2 software (Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ). mCherry was excited with a 561-nm laser and bleached with a 473-nm laser at 100% in three iterations. Acquisition was optimized to obtain maximal signal without any saturated pixels and defined in three temporal phases: prebleach phase (five acquisitions, 5-s time interval between consecutive acquisitions), first postbleach phase (20 acquisitions, 3-s interval), and second postbleach phase (11 acquisitions, 30-s interval). The mean relative fluorescence intensity (RFI) of a given region of interest was measured and normalized as mentioned in Negi and Olson (2006). The obtained RFIs were curve fitted and plotted using the formula in Negi and Olson (2006) with consideration of the guidelines in Hardy (2012). Statistical analysis of recovery half-times was calculated from data fitting using the “Do the best fit values of selected parameters differ between datasets differ” function in Prism 6 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA; Weisswange et al., 2009).

Immunoblotting

Day-5 BM-derived OCs (BM-OCs) were lysed in 2× Laemmli sampling buffer, run on SDS–PAGE, and blotted on polyvinylidene fluoride membranes. Primary antibodies were anti-cofilin (1:1000, clone D3F9, 5157; Cell Signaling, Beverly, MA); anti–phosphoSer(Ser)-3-cofilin (1:1000, clone 77G2, 3313; Cell Signaling), anti–β-tubulin (0.3 mg/ml final, T4026; Sigma-Aldrich), anti–Rock-I (1:1000, clone C8F7, 4036; Cell Signaling), anti–Mypt1 (10 μg/ml, A300-888A; Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery, TX), and anti–p(696)-Mypt1 (1:1000, STA415; Cell Biolabs, San Diego, CA). Enhanced chemiluminiscence detection was performed using Amersham ECL Prime Western Blotting Detection Reagent (RPN2232; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ).

Flow cytometry

Experimental procedures and antibodies are described in Schmidt et al. (2011).

Statistics

Comparison of means was performed with the two-tailed Mann–Whitney nonparametric test in Prism 6 (GraphPad). Unless noted otherwise, values mentioned in the text are mean ± SEM. Confidence level for all tests was 95%. *$p < 0.05$ is considered significant, **$p < 0.01$ highly significant, and ***$p < 0.001$ very highly significant. ns, nonsignificant. Error bars for each sample are defined in the figure legends.
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